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Abstract. The urgency of accelerating disaster risk resilience also promotes preferred systematic reviews of the methods for

design and evaluation of risk transfer tools. This paper aims to provide a state-of-art weather index insurance design, thereby

including methods for natural hazards’ indices calculation, vulnerability assessment and risk pricing. We applied the Preferred

Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) using the Scopus database. First, 364 peer-reviewed

articles from 2010 to present were screened for a bibliometric analysis and then, the 34 most cited articles from the past five5

years were systematically analyzed. Our results demonstrate that despite a great research effort on index insurance, the majority

of them focused on food insecurity through agricultural and crop insurance. Also, climate change and basis risks were found

highly relevant for weather index insurance, but weakly developed, suggesting challenges around food insecurity. Special focus

was given to drought hazards, while other hazards such as temperature variation, excessive rainfall and wildfires were slightly

covered. Emerging areas, namely agricultural, hydrological, and sustainable index insurance found promissory for insurance.10

Also, current state-of-the-art lacks methods for incorporating multi-hazard risk evaluation in vulnerability assessment and risk

pricing. Most studies considered only single-hazard risk, and the multi-hazard risk studies assumed independence between

hazards. Thus, we summarized the most common methods for calculating indices, estimating losses using indices, pricing

risks, and evaluating insurance index policies. This review promotes a starting point in weather index insurance design towards

a multi-hazard resilient society.15

1 Introduction

The increased frequency and magnitude of extreme weather events have been evidenced in many regions of the globe, and it

has been widely attributed to climate change IPCC, 2021. In the past years, extreme weather events have caused significant

losses and damages in many climate-sensitive sectors. Insurance is an essential tool to provide economic sustainability to

vulnerable sectors and improve recovery from catastrophic climate events. Kraehnert et al. (2021) argue that insurance itself20

is not an adaptation measure and depends on several characteristics and factors such as living standards, economic well-being,

the availability of safety nets for poor people, characteristics of the sector, and the type of the risks the sectors are exposed to.
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Insurance has been pointed as a tool for safeguarding population to climate change (UNEP, 2012). Re (2021) predicted

non-life insurance premiums to rise 10% above the pre-pandemic state and acknowledges that climate change might have an

even more significant impact on the industry. They propose that increasing underwriting policies against climate disasters is25

vital to tackle this problem. Nonetheless, the challenge might be more significant in developing countries with lower insurance

coverage. In one hand, the the premiums per capita of the US and Canada were 7,270 USD, much higher than the world average

of 809 USD and the Eurozone average of 2,723 USD. On the other hand, in Latin America and the Caribbean, and emerging

Europe and Asia presented 203, 159 and 215 USD respectively. The numbers were much lower in Africa and the Emerging

Middle East, representing 45 and 93 USD (Re, 2020).30

Index-based insurance policy is a solution to improve insurance coverage, especially in low-income areas (Raucci et al.,

2019). The term index insurance started being used for crop yield insurance policies based on area-yield indices as firstly

described by Halcrow (1949) and then further revisited by Miranda (1991). The area-yield insurance model that was adopted

in the US in the early 90’s dividing agricultural areas in the crop domain into Group Risk Plans (GRP). Indemnities were

triggered when forecasted crop yields would fall under a certain threshold (Skees, 2008).35

Area-yield contracts depend on data availability and technical capacity to evaluate and monitor the group risk units, which

can be costly and impractical in many poor and developing countries. To overcome this challenge, researchers proposed con-

tracts based on weather indices. In the financial and actuarial literature, weather derivatives have been used to associate the

financial frustration of a business with a weather index (Müller and Grandi, 2000). Contracts based on weather indices have

helped policyholders to hedge against adverse conditions in the clothing business (Štulec et al., 2019), hydropower plants40

(Foster et al., 2015), and solar energy systems (Boyle et al., 2021). Crop yield contracts based on rainfall have been used due

to their simplicity and data availability (Yoshida et al., 2019). The method uses rainfall from weather gauges nearby farms to

predict losses, and the threshold is usually defined according to an index in the growing season.

This type of contract almost eliminates the need for in-site verification of losses, reducing administrative costs and improving

the transparency of insurance products (Shirsath et al., 2019). Insurance companies also benefit from reducing moral hazards45

since crop losses are estimated from indices provided by third-party agencies (Ghosh et al., 2021). Moreover, due to reduced

costs, contracts based on weather indices have been used for microinsurance contracts in poor rural areas to improve protection

against adverse climate conditions and prevent smallholder farmers from falling into poverty traps (Skees, 2008). Despite

the advantages, index insurance has a particular side effect called basis risk, which is a mismatch between actual losses and

predicted losses (Ghosh et al., 2021).50

As is expected from the relevance of agriculture in the insurance industry, most of the literature reviews focus on understand-

ing index insurance and microinsurance for agriculture (Leblois et al., 2014; Sarris, 2013). Zara (2010) proposed a systematic

review on the role of weather derivatives in the wine industry. Akter (2012) focused on reviewing particular problems of mi-

croinsurance in Bangladesh, looking for evidence for insurance demand, how to approach the market, and design challenges to

improve the safety of the vulnerable population, especially for smallholder farmers.55

Several studies have been reported on single hazard risk insurance design. Considering only one hazard does not include the

expression of risk due to interactions among different hazards (Gill and Malamud, 2014; Hillier et al., 2020). The insurance risk
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assessment and climate change impacts have been recently reviewed by (Lyubchich et al., 2019). The authors review several

adverse events such as floods, hail and excessive wind, but the interaction effect between hazards was little discussed.

Sekhri et al. (2020) proposed a framework for multi-hazard risk management. However, their model was too specific for60

mountainous regions and a broader risk management strategy. Komendantova et al. (2014) introduced a framework for partic-

ipatory risk governance, allowing for feedback from stakeholders. Nevertheless, the model does not generalize more specific

risk management strategies. An extensive review of the possible index insurance applications for agriculture was conducted

by Abdi et al. (2022). The authors summarize indices and methods for designing index insurance with possible applications

for multi-hazard risks. However, the implementation of multi-hazards has not received nearly as thorough investigation as65

single-hazard problems.

Although significant advances have been made in index insurance design, very little further attention appears to have been

given to a generalized approach. Moreover, less work has been performed on multi-hazard risk insurance than on single hazard

risk. This paper provides insight into a generalized approach to designing index insurance for single and multi-hazard risks.

The systematic review was designed to answer five questions: 1) how weather extremes are represented in index insurance? 2)70

What are the most common models to simulate losses due to weather extremes? 3) What are the most common sectors of index

insurance policies? 4) how index insurance is priced? 5) What is the relevance of climate change on index insurance policies?

2 Methodology

To achieve the objective of this, a systematic review approach was used to retrieve articles related to index insurance design.

The PRISMA protocol Liberati et al. (2009) and Scopus database were used to conduct the systematic literature review for data75

collection, because Scopus is the largest abstract and citation database of scientific papers and includes a wide range of subjects

in the fields of technology, science, social sciences, medicine, humanities and arts (Scopus, 2022). A double-step analysis was

used to analyze the data. First, a bibliometric analysis was performed on the selected papers of the last 10 years, and secondly,

a critical analysis of the most cited papers of the last 5 years was performed to derive guidelines for index insurance design

and evaluation.80

2.1 Search definition, screening, and extraction of data

These five questions were addressed in a search using Scopus. We used English search terms that were developed following

a three-step procedure. First, we defined the most important keywords. Then, we selected synonyms according to the authors’

experiences. Lastly, we developed the search string using the Boolean operators according to Scopus standards for scoping

title, abstract, and keywords.85

– English keywords: multi-risk weather index insurance.

– English synonyms: multi-risk, risk, weather, climate, index, parametric, insurance, microinsurance, derivative.
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– Search: TITLE-ABS-KEY ( (risk (multi AND risk) OR portfolio) OR ( index OR parametric ) AND ( insurance OR

microinsurance OR derivative ) AND ( weather OR climate ) )

First, a screening process was applied to select scientific articles in English, Portuguese or Spanish. Review articles, books,90

book chapters, and conference proceedings were excluded from the analysis. Secondly, the studies from 2010 to 2022 were

considered for bibliometric analysis. To refine the analysis, only the papers that presented a complete application of an index

insurance or weather derivative design were selected. This selection was performed in two steps, first, the article’s titles were

used to include the articles that met the objectives of this study, and then the article’s abstracts were used to refine the selection.

Thirdly, the most cited papers from the last 5 years were analyzed in full text to perform a critical review of the most relevant95

recently published studies. Papers published in 2022 were still considered even though they were not likely to have been

evaluated yet and therefore cited by other authors.

The systematic review process was performed following the guidelines of Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews

and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA). The process is divided into four steps (Figure 1). The first consists of the definition of the

search strings based on research questions. From this step, 1192 was selected. The second step is the screening of the selected100

papers using the inclusion criteria, and included 365 studies. Many studies on the evaluation of index insurance demand and

studies on traditional insurance models were excluded based on the evaluation of titles and abstracts. The studies screened in

the second step were used in the bibliometric analysis. The third step required the full-text evaluation to exclude papers that did

not provide information on index insurance design including (i) hazard, (ii) vulnerability, and (iii) financial analyses. Finally,

34 studies were used for the critical review of the literature.105

Figure 1. Methodological steps of PRISMA statement

2.2 Data analysis

To understand the current trend and development of weather index insurance, a bibliometric analysis was performed using the

package bibliometrix (Aria and Cuccurullo, 2017) in R software. A global collaboration network was proposed. A co-word

analysis was conducted using author’s keywords that co-occurred in the studies. Lastly, a systematic analysis was developed

in three steps that represent modules as described by Guzmán et al. (2020); Mohor and Mendiondo (2017); RIGHETTO et al.110

(2007). Hazard module: uses historic weather or modeling data to characterize hazards and acts as potential input to index
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calculations. Vulnerability module: evaluate the impact of hazards using single or multi-sector. This step adds an economic

dimension to environmental variables. Financial module: apply economic models for pricing premium rates and evaluating

scenarios.

3 Results and Discussion115

3.1 Bibliometric analysis

An increasing number of studies can be observed in recent years, with about 50% (n=198) of the articles being published

since 2018, the number of average citations per year of the papers demonstrate and increasing impact of the weather index

insurance in the literature (Figure 2a). However, the global distribution is concentrated in Europe, USA/Canada, and Asia

being involved in 42, 26. and 20% of the papers published, respectively. The role of Latin America/Caribbean, Australia/New120

Zealand/Oceania and Africa are much lower representing 3, 7, and 2 %, respectively. International collaboration is a critical

factor for high-impact scientific studies. In Russia, more than 90% of highly cited papers were written in an international

setting (Pislyakov and Shukshina, 2014). Similarly, in China, 47% of highly cited papers were written in an international

collaborative form. These papers highlight that partnerships with international scientists coming from centers of excellence

benefit by increasing the dissemination of the study.125

In the scientific collaboration map (Figure 2b), there are strong collaboration networks between the United States, European

countries, China, and India. European countries such as Germany, Switzerland, and the Netherlands have played a dominant

position in integration and have promoted collaboration with Kenia, Ethiopia, Nigeria, and South Africa. Canada has collabo-

rated with China and Indonesia, besides the United States and European countries. From this analysis, we can conclude that the

United States, China, and Germany play dominant positions in scientific collaboration and are the most influential countries.130

Another significant observation is that most developing countries, especially on the South American and African continents,

do not have relevant studies in the field. This is somewhat incoherent, as these countries suffer the most from extreme events

losses due to their solid economic link with climate-dependent primary activities.

A strategic diagram is presented in Table 1 to analyze themes according to their centrality and density values. According to

Cobo et al. (2011), the themes are clusters of keywords. The themes are plotted in a two-dimensional space that is classified135

in terms of the two aforementioned parameters (“density” and “centrality”). Density is a measure of the development of the

theme, and centrality is the importance of the theme in the development of the whole field of research we analyzed.

Motor themes: these themes are well developed and relevant for the entire insurance theme. Since they present strong

centrality and high density, the clusters “insurance”, “agriculture” and “risk management” and the cluster “crop insurance” are

conceptually related to almost all papers gathered in the bibliometric analysis. This result confirms that agricultural and crop140

insurance are the most explored themes in the index insurance field.

Niche themes: the theme “weather derivatives” is considered a niche theme because it is well developed, but has a marginal

impact in the field. The themes have fundamental distinctions and similarities. Derivatives are traded Over the Counter (OTC)
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Figure 2. Weather index insurance studies. (a) Temporal distribution from 2010 to 2022. (b) Thematic map representing the global collabo-

ration network, where the countries in blue represent the number of studies produced by scientists. The darker the color, the more affiliations.

The world vector map data was provided by https://www.naturalearthdata.com/ under public domain.

or on Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME). Index insurance is a product offered by insurance and reinsurance companies.

They theoretically have a similar principle: a risk-averse individual pays a premium for a risk-bearing individual.145

Emerging and declining themes: the themes in this quadrant represent the combination of low level of development and

marginal to the entire field of research. This quadrant includes “weather index insurance”, which is a critical issue in terms

of impact since extreme weather events are significant disasters worldwide. Given the need to manage weather extremes and

its importance to a broader geophysical community, we argue that weather index insurance is an emerging topic that will gain

more attention in the following years.150

Basic themes: these themes are relevant for the field; However, they are weakly developed. This quadrant includes the cluster

“index-based insurance”, the cluster “climate change”, and the cluster “index insurance” and “basis risk”. Climate change has

been a significant concern for decision-makers, especially risk management. Changes in climate conditions might lead some

regions toward higher risk profiles, increasing their vulnerability and the expected losses. Therefore, this theme represents an
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Table 1. Thematic mapping of the documents based on the conceptual structure of the author’s keywords divided into seven clusters with

word frequency higher than 40 words according to centrality (the relevance of the theme in the development of the field) and density (the

development of the field)

Theme Cluster Density Centrality

Motor
Insurance 9 7

Crop insurance 7 5

Niche Weather derivative 2 8

Emerging and Declining Weather index insurance 3 4

Index-based insurance 5 3

Basic
Basis risk 8 1

Climate change 6 2

opportunity for the development of index insurances. Basis risk is a primary topic that requires more development. Even though155

basis risk is a well-known bottleneck in the field, our analysis suggests room for improvements, and more attention to this topic

must be paid in future studies.

3.2 Systematic literature review

For the systematic review, we defined agriculture (n=17), hydrologic (n=4), solar and wind power energy (n=3), derivatives

(n=4), and multi-hazard risk (n=5) as primary categories of analysis. As expected from the bibliometric analysis, the literature160

focuses on agricultural insurance, while other emerging topics show potential irrigation, water supply, and energy production

applications. Literature has overlooked multi-risk insurance, and our results presented only six studies on this topic. However,

one failed to fit the inclusion criteria number 3 from Table 1 (The study presents an application of the development of index

insurance, microinsurance, or weather derivative). The papers used considered for the systematic review are presented in the

Supplementary Material Table S1.165

3.2.1 Hazard identification

The index insurance literature shows a wider variety of analyzed hazards and employed indices. A summary of the indices

found in the literature is portrayed in Figure 3 and a complete description is found in the Supplementary Material Table S2.

Drought is the most frequent hazard (n = 19), followed by temperature variation (n = 5), excess rainfall (n = 4), cloud coverage

(n = 2), fire (n = 1), storm (n = 1), and wind speed fluctuation (n = 1) and, water deficit (n = 1). More than half of the studies170

focused on drought. This can be explained by the fact that drought is the most harmful hazard in the agriculture sector. In

addition, the agriculture sector was the motor theme of the reviewed studies. Our finding is consistent, since, between 1983

and 2009, drought has caused an equivalent of 217 billion USD from 1983 to 2009 (Kim et al., 2019).
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Figure 3. Tree map showing the proportion of indices for different hazards (dark green is drought, orange is excessive rainfall, magenta is

temperature variation, blue is fire and storm, and light green is wind and cloud) employed in the reviewed studies. The number indicates the

percentage of indices used in the studies including the studies that employed more than one index.

Drought is a complex natural disaster that affects several sectors such as agriculture, recreation and tourism, energy, and

transportation. Usually, droughts are defined in four levels, meteorological drought, agricultural drought, hydrological drought,175

and socioeconomic drought (Wilhite and Glantz, 1985). Usually, meteorological drought represents precipitation deficit and

is a proxy for other forms of droughts. Several papers approached rainfall-based drought indices, such as the Cumulative

Precipitation Index (CPI) (Awondo, 2019; Kraehnert et al., 2021; Bokusheva, 2018; Bucheli et al., 2021; Kath et al., 2019;

Turvey et al., 2019; Ward and Makhija, 2018; Shirsath et al., 2019). Consecutive dry days (CDD) is also a very straightforward

strategy to indicate drought conditions because it accounts for the number of days without significant rainfall events (Shirsath180

et al., 2019).

Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI), which is more complex than CPI and CDD, can be used to incorporate weather

statistics in the analysis. SPI uses monthly-accumulated precipitation and requires historical information to determine how

much monthly rainfall deviates from average. The procedure requires assuming a distribution, that usually is gamma, and

defining the mean and standard deviation to compute the index (Mckee et al., 1993). Rainfall-based indicators do not account185

directly for the interaction between soil and plant. Therefore, some authors suggest the use of potential evapotranspiration
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(ET0) to calculate soil water balance such as in Standardized precipitation evapotranspiration index (SPEI) (Bucheli et al.,

2021; Kapsambelis et al., 2019b) or using ET0 to calculate Evaporative Stress Index (ESI) (Bucheli et al., 2021).

Water soil balance offers a solution for estimating soil moisture. However, methods such as SPEI and ESI require data for

radiation, temperature, and relative humidity, which can be very challenging for developing countries, where the density of190

weather stations is low. With the advances in modeling techniques, it is possible to improve soil moisture estimation (Senevi-

ratne et al., 2010), especially with data from satellite missions such as Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP). (Entekhabi et al.,

2010) stated that this data helped them calibrate balance models and increased model accuracy. However, the lack of ground

stations is related to satellite estimations’ biases (Chao et al., 2021). Soil moisture from ground stations and satellite imagery

can help to detect droughts and be used as an index, such as Soil Moisture Index (SMI) (Bucheli et al., 2021; Vroege et al.,195

2021).

However, Bucheli et al. (2021) tested several indices. There was no clear indicator of a single optimized index that is gen-

eralized for all farms in the Lower-Saxony region in Germany. The authors concluded that indices are optimized for particular

regions rather than regionally accepted as optimal. The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is a satellite prod-

uct based on red and near-infrared reflectance. It is a proxy for vegetation health and has been used as an index variable for200

insurance(Bucheli et al., 2021; Eze et al., 2020; F et al., 2020). The surface sea temperature of the Pacific Ocean has a close

relationship with droughts in many parts of the globe, such as Central America, South Africa, Australia, and Southeast Asia

(Vicente-Serrano et al., 2011). El Niño South Oscillation (ENSO) has demonstrated the potential to predict extreme drought

conditions (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2011), therefore being used as a customized index for insurance design in Peru (Mortensen

and Block, 2018). Lastly, customized indices can be used in situations where the relationships between droughts and losses and205

damages are very specific. The Ped Drought Index (PDI) was developed to address this problem by incorporating site-specific

information into the CPI (Bokusheva, 2018).

Hydrological droughts can cause extensive damage to reservoirs for water supply, irrigation, or hydropower plants. Reser-

voirs are used to manage streamflow variations and can store water for more extended periods. Nonetheless, longer dry periods

can cause shortages forcing operators to reduce capacity or even interrupt business. Water scarcity is a growing hazard, often210

related to hydrological droughts, and in most cases, requires hydrological modeling for predicting and forecasting water storage

(Denaro et al., 2018; Gómez-Limón, 2020; Guerrero-Baena and Gómez-Limón, 2019; Mohor and Mendiondo, 2017).

Thermal hazard has been an emergent subject of interest for human health, crop production, forestry, and the environment.

Increasing mean temperatures, mostly related to impacts of global warming, can be beneficial for crop production in the

northern hemisphere (Rosenzweig et al., 2008). Nevertheless, the increasing frequency and magnitude of temperature extremes215

is a threat to crop production in the tropics, human health, and many other plant and animal species (Vasseur et al., 2014). Given

the topic’s relevance, it is anti-climax to conclude that we have found only three papers on temperature variation insurance.

The indices focused on computing the number of days the temperature was higher or lower than a certain threshold High

Temperature Index (HTI) and Low Temperature Index (LTI) (Guo et al., 2019).

Increasing temperature extremes attributed to climate change can reduce crop production, and most of this reduction will be220

experienced by developing countries (Rosenzweig et al., 2008). According to (Hatfield and Prueger, 2015), water deficit and
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excess can potentially increase the impacts of extreme temperature conditions on crop production. The effects of the interaction

of temperature and soil water show potential new areas of development in the insurance industry and should gain relevance in

the next few years.

Thermal hazards play an essential role in weather derivatives. In terms of hazard selection, derivatives focused mainly on225

temperature variation employing indices such as Heating Degree Days (HDD) and Cooling Degree Days (HDD) (Alexandridis

et al., 2021; Berhane et al., 2021; Gülpınar and Çanakoḡlu, 2017). These studies overlooked overall risk assessment such as

exposure and vulnerability while focusing on selecting distribution functions of temperatures and uncertainty of portfolios for

the options market, with Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) contracts as a reference.

Even though soil water availability is critical for plant development, too much rainfall can limit crop yields and threaten230

farmers (Liu et al., 2021). Excessive rainfall affects tourists’ decisions on where to travel, impacting regions that rely on

tourism as an income source (Olya and Alipour, 2015). Moreover, excessive rainfall can impact floods, which is one of the

most important hazards in terms of socio-economic impact (Hudson et al., 2019).

Excessive rainfall has been weakly developed in the papers analyzed in this study. Some applications to crop insurance use

CPI (Kapsambelis et al., 2019b, a) and SPEI (D. Kapsambelis et al., 2019). The advantage of these indices mentioned above235

is that they can be used for water deficit and water excess studies. However, they account for more prolonged temporal impact

hazards and do not account for short events with severe impacts. The response to this problem can be given using indices that

account for the most significant precipitation sum within a specified period, such as R2mm (Kapsambelis et al., 2019a), which

is the sum of two consecutive days when rainfall exceeds a specific rainfall.

Sacchelli et al. (2018) described a multi-hazard risk study for fires and storms’ impact on forestry in Italy. Both forest240

fires (Flannigan et al., 2006) and storms (Hettiarachchi et al., 2018) are considered emerging hazards due to climate change.

Sacchelli et al. (2018) described forest fires using Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS), an instrument onboard

NASA’s Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership (S-NPP) and Joint Polar Satellite System-1. The instruments collect several

relevant information about land, ocean, atmosphere, and cryosphere with a 750 m resolution. The data provides important

information about active global fires (Li et al., 2020) and is well suited for designing insurance policies. Sacchelli et al. (2018)245

explored the effects of strong winds caused by storms on the forest sector. The index is straightforward, is based on wind speed

measured by weather stations, and is calculated every time wind speed exceeds a specific threshold value.

Sustainable energy production is vulnerable to variability and uncertainty of climate conditions (Bessa et al., 2014). We

have discussed the problem of hydrological droughts in the drought section, and here we further explore the problem of wind

(Rodríguez et al., 2021) and solar power (Boyle et al., 2021) production. Here we explore the wind index with a low threshold.250

The operation of wind power mills can be complicated if the average wind speed is lower than a certain threshold, therefore

producing income losses for companies. The impact of cloud coverage was measured using weather gauge data on solar

radiation, which follows a similar principle to the wind index. If average solar radiation falls below a specific value, power

energy companies will suffer income losses.
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3.2.2 Vulnerability analysis255

The vulnerability analysis consists in understanding what asset is at risk and finding a relationship between the index and the

impact. The vulnerability analysis implies that a certain Value is at Risk (VaR) or the extreme of the distribution, the Tail-

Value at Risk (TVar). As defined by Farrag et al. (2022), this value is associated with the expected loss or damage for a given

exceedance probability of a hydrometeorological variable. This value is used as a risk management metric and for insurance

purposes, the time of return of the hydrometeorological variable is adjusted according to the degree of risk aversion of the260

individual exposed to a hazard, e.g., drought and excessive rainfall (Arshad et al., 2016). This hypothesis suggests that the

VaR increases with the time or return and the severity of extreme events or from the combination of events, when multivariate

distributions are evaluate – i.e. when considering the synergy or co-occurrence of more than one hazards (Brunner et al., 2021).

The degree of risk aversion tend to increase, because the ecosystem services tend to be affected by the increasing of severity

and frequency of hydrological extremes (Paul et al., 2020).265

For farmers, climate-driven hazards such as droughts, temperature variation, excessive rainfall can decrease crop yields,

cause damage to forests and cause livestock mortality (Bokusheva, 2018; Bucheli et al., 2021; Eze et al., 2020; Sacchelli

et al., 2018; Vroege and Finger, 2020; Ward and Makhija, 2018). The lack of precipitation is very concerning for reservoir

operation that leads to business interruption in the case of water supply and irrigation (Denaro et al., 2020; Gómez-Limón,

2020; Guerrero-Baena and Gómez-Limón, 2019; Mohor and Mendiondo, 2017).270

We observed an emerging topic affecting sustainability with a focus on sustainable energy generation. We excluded hy-

dropower from this category because reservoir operation frequently meets multiple demands, including water supply, irriga-

tion, and maintenance of ecological flows. Wind power energy depends on average wind speed. Therefore, the lack of wind

can cause income reduction (Rodríguez et al., 2021). A similar impact is faced by solar panels that depend on enough solar

radiation to meet energy yield goals. Excessive cloud coverage can cause income reduction (Boyle et al., 2021; Matsumoto and275

Yamada, 2021).

Weather variables support risk analysis and are used to predict the financial impact. This is key for making index insurance

robust and scalable to a level where operational costs can be reduced, and moral hazards can be neglected since the loss

verification is performed from a monitored index. Basis risk, and it implies that there is a certain probability of a mismatch

between modeled losses and actual losses. Basis risk assessment and reduction is an important topic and depends on the quality280

of input data and the characteristics of the sector. Further discussion on this topic can be found in Dalhaus et al. (2018); Götze

and Gürtler (2022); Hochscherf (2017).

Deterministic models were applied for income reduction impacts, especially for crop insurance. Additionally, some models

were related only with one explanatory variable (one index) was the most common solution found in the in-depth analysis

(Aizaki et al., 2021; Bokusheva, 2018; Bucheli et al., 2021; Hohl et al., 2020; Kath et al., 2019; Mortensen and Block, 2018; F285

et al., 2020; Vroege and Finger, 2020; Ward and Makhija, 2018). There is evidence that machine learning techniques improve

loss modeling from different sources and present different time and spatial scales (Eze et al., 2020). Another example is

empirical functions that can be used when vulnerability studies for specific sites are available. Mohor and Mendiondo (2017)
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presented empirical functions for predicting the impact of water shortage on water supply, irrigation, livestock, and ecological

sectors.290

Generalized Additive Linear Models (GALM) and stepwise regression added the possibility of evaluating more than one

index, including the possibility of a multi-hazard approach (Awondo, 2019; Kath et al., 2018; Matsumoto and Yamada, 2021;

Shirsath et al., 2019). A multi-hazard approach requires understanding the frequency of each hazard and its interaction. These

interactions are complex, and several papers tried to tackle this problem (Decker and Brinkman, 2016; Gill and Malamud,

2014).295

The multi-hazard risk index insurance papers presented combinations of drought and excessive rainfall for crop insurance

(Kapsambelis et al., 2019b; Shirsath et al., 2019), fire and storms for forestry insurance (Sacchelli et al., 2018), temperature

variation and excessive rainfall for crop insurance (Salgueiro, 2019) and high and low temperatures for crop insurance (Guo

et al., 2019). The assumption of independence was considered prior knowledge by Salgueiro (2019) and Guo et al. (2019).

However, the authors did not provide a mathematical proof of this choice; they prioritized hazards according to their frequency300

and magnitude using existent risk maps.

Droughts and excessive rainfall may be equally detrimental to agriculture (Hettiarachchi et al., 2018). El Niño-Southern

Oscillation (ENSO) triggers extreme precipitation events (Lyon and Barnston, 2005), which makes the hypothesis of a com-

pound event plausible in this case. Mortensen and Block (2018) proposed an insurance policy for droughts using ENSO as an

index and obtained good crop losses prediction accuracy. Nonetheless, in a multi-hazard risk schema, this variable should be305

considered to improve the model’s ability to evaluate the probability of extreme precipitation events related to ENSO or other

larger-scale meteorological phenomena that impact a region.

Copulas had been used for incorporating hazard interaction in the loss modeling Kapsambelis et al. (2019b); Salgueiro

(2019). The copula theory (Nelsen, 2006) has been widely used for multi-hazard analysis since it derives joint probability

distributions from marginal distributions. Briefly, the marginal distributions are not required to follow the same probability310

distribution model giving flexibility and robustness to analyze the interaction of more than two marginal distributions much

easier than complicated multivariate probabilistic models. The vulnerability models are summarised in the Supplementary

Material Table S3.

3.2.3 Financial methods and risk pricing

The vulnerability module provides tools for modeling the relationship between single or multi-hazards and their impact on the315

sector. This impact can be translated as actual damage, income reduction, or business interruption. These losses are modeled

using crop yields as a proxy variable for crop insurance. This is done by assuming a minimum crop yield value that represents

the expectation of farmers or even the value they need to obtain to prevent them from going bankrupt. In terms of modeling,

this is straightforward because the relationship between weather variables and crop yields has been extensively documented

(Allen et al., 1998). For hydrological insurance, when streamflow are low, water utility services might suffer interruption or320

be unable to operate given the extreme condition. Business interruption can increase the water supply services price and make
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farmers susceptible to losses. For sustainable insurance, which is the case of solar power, wind power, and hydropower, there

is an income reduction caused by the low performance of the system.

In the literature review, we found that the papers considered that the historical losses could be translated as payouts, including

two critical variables, strike values K and degree of coverage . The strike value is an index value that triggers payouts and is325

proportional to risk aversion. Risk aversion also causes policyholders to choose different degrees of coverage ranging from 0

to 1, being 0 no protection and 1 full protection. These parameters reflect the behavior and aversion that policyholders present

towards a particular risk and will define the amount of money insurance companies will pay to policyholders if an extreme

event occurs.

Put and call options were consistently found in the papers we analyzed and reflect common structures found in weather330

derivatives (Stephan and Brix, 2005). The call option is used for indices triggered when their value exceeds a threshold, such

as excessive rainfall and high temperatures. On the other hand, the put option is used for indices that fall below a threshold,

such as droughts, low streamflow, cloud coverage, and wind speed. Both contract models portray a linear relationship with the

index. However, different arrangements can be made, such as swaps, put, call, strangle and straddles. These contract formats

and more are described further by Stephan and Brix (2005).335

Other approaches for defining contract payouts are based on a probabilistic framework. Bokusheva (2018) applied the

Marginal Expected Shortfall (MES) method, which is a conditional probability modeling where payouts are given when the

target variable exceeds the strike value. Eze et al. (2020) used cluster analysis comparing NDVI with crop yields to define dif-

ferent strike values, they created clusters associating NDVI and weather values grouped with higher yields observations. The

indices values showing dry conditions or less favorable crop development were associated with lower observed crop yields.340

The economic model of competitive markets with full information predicts the price of pure risk premiums using expected

losses. They are calculated historical data from the individuals or companies and use the mean historical losses to estimate

expected future losses for similar sectors (Sant, 1980) . The expected losses are called pure risk premiums and are the major

concern in index insurance papers. Index insurance has a slightly different rationale, the losses are modeled using indices, and

then the pure risk is calculated.345

The loss expectation can be determined using historical burn rate method (HBR), which is the mean historical losses

(Guerrero-Baena and Gómez-Limón, 2019; Hohl et al., 2020; Mortensen and Block, 2018; Shirsath et al., 2019).This method

is widely applied in the insurance industry, however, requires sufficient data in order to be accurate. For smaller datasets con-

sidering uncertainty, expected values can be evaluated by fitting loss data to a probability density function (Aizaki et al., 2021;

Bokusheva, 2018; Bucheli et al., 2021; Eze et al., 2020; Kath et al., 2019; Salgueiro, 2019; Sacchelli et al., 2018; Vroege et al.,350

2021; Ward et al., 2020).

This procedure helps to improve pure risk premium rates by accounting for the probability of extreme events that have

not been recorded. The probability distribution of loss data presents distortions in the tails, leading to underestimating pure

risk premiums. Moreover, insurance companies present nontraded assets that add costs to final premium rates. This can be

overcome by a transformation proposed by Wang (2002), and the methodology was applied for pricing premiums by Boyle355

et al. (2021); Denaro et al. (2018).
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It is well known that climate variables present a certain degree of uncertainty that needs to be considered when estimating

losses caused by climate-related losses (Smith and Matthews, 2015). A stochastic approach based on Monte Carlo simulations

is used in the literature to address the problem. R Monte Carlos simulation is the basis of index modeling method applied by

Alexandridis et al. (2021); Berhane et al. (2021); Gómez-Limón (2020); Gülpınar and Çanakoḡlu (2017); Guo et al. (2019);360

Kapsambelis et al. (2019b); Salgueiro (2019); Mohor and Mendiondo (2017); Rodríguez et al. (2021). The generation of

synthetic weather time series enhances understanding the climate uncertainty in terms of confidence intervals. A summary of

the risk pricing methods is described in the Supplementary Material table S4.

Econometric models provide values that guide decision-makers in understanding the price of the risk. However, it is funda-

mental to evaluate the risk reduction performance of index insurance. The simulation of cash flows allows understanding of365

the hedging effectiveness of the insurance policy. Nonetheless, this efficiency depends on the point of reference adopted by the

modeler. The effectiveness problem arises when policyholders and insurance companies have different objectives. On the one

hand, policyholders want to increase the protection of their assets at risk to prevent going out of business, on the other hand,

insurance companies want to maximize profit to comply with the interests of their investors and shareholders. Since informa-

tion asymmetry and moral hazards are allegedly minimized in the case of index insurance (Barnett et al., 2008; Mußhoff et al.,370

2018), the costs associated with moral hazards can be neglected from premium rates pricing.

The cash flow equation is a standard tool for evaluating the capital of companies and people. The simulation of cash flows

using expected revenue and payouts as assets and premiums as liability for policyholders is used for evaluating the effectiveness

of the index insurance policy (Bokusheva, 2018; Boyle et al., 2021; Kath et al., 2019; Salgueiro, 2019; Ward and Makhija,

2018). For insurance companies, the cash flow changes the direction, i.e., premiums are considered assets and payouts as a375

liability. This was used for calculating the loss ratio (Mohor and Mendiondo, 2017).

Other authors have applied the utility theory to evaluate insurance policies. The utility theory accounts for the behavior

and individual preferences in the economic analysis and is based on some assumptions that apply to a group of individuals

(Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). Some authors (Bucheli et al., 2021; Eze et al., 2020; Furuya et al., 2021; Ricome et al., 2017;

Vroege et al., 2021; Ward and Makhija, 2018) used the concept of risk-averse utility functions for policyholders, where the380

asset’s utility at risk is concave or diminishing. The utility function depends on the degree of risk aversion of the individuals,

which influences their willingness to pay for an insurance policy. In theory, premium rates are maximized to meet the level of

risk aversion of individuals, which influences insurance coverage and strike values. Finally, we present a conceptual framework

derived from the literature review representing the weather index insurance design process (Figure 4).

From the literature review, we propose an overview of agricultural, hydrological and sustainable insurance, their application,385

and the most relevant characteristics Table (2). We observed that the studies evaluated insurance at different spatiotemporal

aggregation. For crop insurance, the studies carried out analysis at farm level from governmental agencies, insurance companies

or surveys. For many countries, agricultural data is aggregated at regional scale, i.e., municipality, department, state, country.

The size of the properties varied from 5 to 400 hectares and the total coverage was up to 1.6 million hectares. Forestry insurance

covers larger areas and uses remote sense data to assess risk, therefore, the spatial discretization is performed at pixel level.390

Hydrological insurance was calculated at catchment level and the coverage took into account all the hydrological processes
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Figure 4. Conceptual framework for weather index insurance design including steps for hazard evaluation (a) and (b), vulnerability analysis

(c) and (d), and financial risk pricing (e) and (e) and (f)

that occur upstream the reservoir. Finally, for wind and solar power insurance, only the point location of the windmills and

solar panels was evaluated. The time frame in which the insurance was purchased varied from seasonal scale to annual scale.

Crop insurance is normally contracted before the sowing period and reaches maturity at the end of the crop cycle. Sectors that

are continuously exposed to natural hazards are operated on an annual basis. A summary of the policy evaluation methods is395

described in the Supplementary Material Table S5.

The risk-perception as a product of the experience of extreme events increases the VaR of users, therefore their risk-aversion

expressed in terms of WTP. Moreover, this user would present a higher Willingness to Accept (WTA) (Baumgärtner and Strunz,

2014) and this is an important factor for demand for insurance contracts based on extreme events with lower frequency, but

higher degree of severity (Spangenberg and Settele, 2010). The WTP for insurance policy premiums were represented using400

different units. The studies focused on the amount of premium per unit of area, unit of cost and proxy for local economy

making results comparable. For crop insurance varied from $6.18 to $55.26 USD per hectare, this value was affected mostly

by the cost of producing the crop and degree of risk aversion of farmers. A value of $187.29 of USD per ton of crop and

3 to 7% of production costs were also found. Hydrological insurance for water supply represents values of $10.48 and for

irrigation a range of $212.83-$333.07 USD per hectare were presented. The prices for irrigation were inconsistent with the405
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Table 2. Main topics for index based insurance and specific application

Author Application Hazard Area ha Type of Area Time Frame WTP (Premium)

Agriculture

Bucheli et al. (2021) Crop Drought 1.0x106 Farm Seasonal $34.42

Kapsambelis et al. (2019b) Crop Multi-hazard - Department Seasonal $187.29

Guo et al. (2019) Crop Multi-hazard - Department Seasonal $35.29

Shirsath et al. (2019) Crop Drought 1.6x106 Farm Seasonal $9.88

Vroege et al. (2021) Crop Drought 400 Farm Seasonal $23.62-$48.10

Ricome et al. (2017) Crop Drought 15.2 Farm Seasonal $4.59-$8.44

Sacchelli et al. (2018) Forestry Fire, storm 1 Pixel Annual $22.90-$44.81

Kath et al. (2019) Crop Drought - Department Seasonal $6.18-$55.26

Furuya et al. (2021) Crop Flood 5.57 Farm Annual $7.45

Hohl et al. (2020) Crop Drought 24 Farm Seasonal $7.70

Kath et al. (2018) Crop Drought - Farm Seasonal $8.64-$41.03

Mortensen and Block (2018) Crop Drought - Department Seasonal 3%-7%

Kath et al. (2018) Crop Drought - Department Seasonal $6.18*

Hydrological

Mohor and Mendiondo (2017) Water supply Water deficit 27,700 – 97,200 Catchment Annual 0.10-0.44

Gómez-Limón (2020) Irrigation Water deficit 35.5 Farm Seasonal $212.83-$333.07*

Denaro et al. (2018) Water supply Water deficit 455.2 Catchment Annual $10.48

Sustainable

Boyle et al. (2021) Solar power Solar energy fluctuation - Location Annual 0.35%-0.50

Rodríguez et al. (2021) Wind power Wind speed fluctuation - Location Annual $0.033144

other crop insurances and these values might be related to the operation costs of irrigation. Sustainable insurances presented

premium rates ranging from 0.35 to 0.50 of production costs or a percentage of $0.033144 per kWh. As a thought exercise,

if we extrapolate this value for the 20 GW of wind power generated in Brazil in 2021, insurance companies would receive an

amount of 5.81 billion dollars.

4 Conclusions410

This study reviewed the development and design of index insurance. By performing a bibliometric analysis of relevant studies

from 2010 to 2022, a low academic interaction between Latin American countries and the world was observed. Moreover, a

co-word analysis of the keywords demonstrated that agriculture and crop insurance are well-developed themes with a high

impact on index insurance. The analysis showed that climate change and basis risk are essential in developing index insurance.
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However, they are weakly developed. Developing countries such as Brazil, Argentina, and Mexico play a critical role in global415

food production (Baldos et al., 2020).

Furthermore, these tropical countries are more likely to experience a reduction in food production due to climate change

(Rosenzweig and Parry, 1994). These results outline the importance of developing index insurance in South America, including

climate change and reducing basis risks under water-ecology-food constraints. The systematic literature review focused on

the most cited papers in the last five years to understand the most recent methods used and potential gaps in the field. The420

analysis focused on three modules: hazard, vulnerability, and financial. Drought is the most studied hazard; this is explained

by the impacts of droughts on agriculture, the most researched topic. The index insurance literature is grounded in agriculture

(Miranda, 1991; Skees, 2008) and, as the concept has gained attention, a broader range of applications might be proven feasible.

The analysis of hazards suggests potential applications such as hydrological and sustainable insurance. Hydrological insurance

focuses on the maintenance of water for reservoirs, and sustainable insurance focuses on clean energy such as solar panels and425

wind turbines.

In terms of hazard selection, most studies present single hazard risk, and the ones that present multi-hazard risk assume

no interaction between hazards. The interaction between hazards is a significant concern when analyzing multi-hazard risks

(Tilloy et al., 2019). Working with multi-hazard risk in agriculture is highly recommended since the sector is the motor theme

in index insurance literature, and farmers are exposed to multiple sources of climate risk. This study proposed a conceptual430

framework for index insurance design. We gathered a set of methods for index selection, loss modeling, insurance premiums

ratings, and index insurance policy evaluation from the systematic literature review. We suggested a rationale for determining

the scope of the policy, allowing the design of single and multi-hazard risks and the application in different sectors.
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